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INTRODUCTION

management of chronic diseases.1,2 The  World 

3 Nonadherence to treatment 
4 and 

maintain adherence to their treatment.5 Bulloch 

their treatment.7 Several factors such as gender, 

would not help them to recover, feeling well, the 
intensity of delusional symptoms and suspiciousness, 

of illness,  low levels of insight, low social support 
and irregular follow-up are associated with 

7-11 

disease, morbidity12  more frequent episodic course 
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of illness and frequent readmission to hospitals.8

methods, inadequate number of psychiatrists, 
psychiatric nurses and clinical psychologists, 

and urban areas focused services are some of the 
challenges for providing adequate mental health 
service in Nepal.13-15 Further, community mental 
health literacy is also low and there is no available 

15  Most of the 

16-18 
An epidemiological study demonstrated that Nepal 
has a burden of psychiatric disorders with higher 
prevalence rates among women and elderly.16 

such behavior is lacking from this country. Baseline 

associated factors may help in developing policies 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

with such behaviors. The study was conducted at 

College Teaching Hospital (CMCTH), Chitwan, Nepal.  

department between June 2015 and July 2015. 

treatment for at least one month were requested 

were categorized into anxiety disorder, depression, 

and miscellaneous psychiatric disorders (such as 

level, employment status, marital status, place of 

of therapy in a months, number of drugs per 

who missed were asked about frequency of missing 

the reasons of missing. The reasons for missing 

medicines (due to travelling, tension or stress 

disability, treatment related problem (lack of faith 

doctor, unavailability of medicine, adverse drug 

no reasons provided. 

RESULTS
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(Table 1).

who have mania and bipolar disorders have 0.348 

bipolar disorder, schizopherenia and miscellaneous 
psychiatric disorders in our study groups. Of these, 

the last 4-weeks and the common reasons behind 
this behaviour were those related to treatment 

of treatment, cure or not cure of disease, lack of 

7,10,19 commonly due to the 
7,11,19

to take them.6,19

6 Besides, some of the encountered causes 

19, reluctance to 
take drugs,7,19

them recover and feeling well.11

the complexity of the illness (type of psychiatric 

with psychiatric disorders. Both of these factors were 

higher number as compared to those with anxiety 

schizopherenia and miscellaneous psychiatric 

was recognized to be analogous in cases of anxiety 

groups. However, the impact of depression on 

having mania and bipolar disorder had lesser odds of 

known to be involved in bipolar disorder rather 

disorder, or other disorders.7
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bipolar disorders and schizophrenia do not accept 

due to self feeling of wellbeing,7 thus, increasing 

intensity of delusional symptoms and suspiciousness 

episode psychosis.20-22  Studies have also depicted 

7 lower 

delusional symptoms and suspiciousness,8 seeking 

low social support levels,9 sex,9,10

of illness.10

The results of our study suggest that individuals 

of these individuals can be improved through their 
23,24 and 

25, 26 Also adherence 

27 Moreover, psychosocial 

dose adjustment, simplifying the treatment regimen, 

the current opinions for tackling non-adherence 
in psychiatric disorders.28,29 Furthermore, clinical 

prompts can be useful for reducing nonadherence.30

disorders and factors associated with such behaviour 
from Nepal. Beside this, we also generated baseline 

of psychiatric disorders is also unequal. We also 
included only a limited number of socio-demographic 

socio-demographic factors and in-depth interview of 

CONCLUSION

contribute to determining strategies to decrease 

Shah and clinicians from psychiatric departments for 
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Variables Missed to take medications
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e e   e 
e  

Age  e - - 0.170
  e  1 - 10- 0.1 0

e   g - - 0.1

Characteristics
  e -1. 0. 07 0.0 * 0. 0.07 -0. 1

Se  e -0.7 0. 0.040* 0.474 0. -0.
g e  e   e 0. 4 0. 0.670 1. 1 0.447- . 01

e   -
 e

e e 0. 0.4 0.44 1. 0. 1- . 0
   e -1.0 0. 0.04 * 0. 4 0.1 4-0. 7

S e -0.06 0.617 0. 1 0. 0. 0- .14
e e 0. 11 0.6 1 0.411 1.667 0.4 - .6 0

  e 0.00 0.00 0.438 1.003 0. 6-1.00
e 0.18 0.1 3 0.131 1. 03 0. 46-1. 30
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